Abstract-This paper proposed a new method for cephalogram landmark location. It firstly employed diffusions in different scales for layered segmentation, making uses of regionhomogeneity and edge-saltation, thus the landmark positions could be clearly reflected on edge-maps, i.e. skeleton, of layered diffusion. Secondly, key landmarks were determined via binarization pixel-cliques which were formed by Euclidean distance maps (EDM) on dilated skeleton. To validate the performance of this method, 30 surgery cases were inspected. The comparison of predicted parameters and application values shows that all 9 angle parameters and 4 of 5 distance parameters were correctly calculated, the predicted profiles were similar to the actual contours except one point due to the intrinsic difficulty in labium prediction. Our method took advantages of layered feature preserving and ease landmark extraction, and the latter was also owing to different EDM-Width of pixel-cliques and skeleton points. It is accurate, lifelike, and superior to many similar methods.
INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
Localization of celphalometric landmarks is essential to craniofacial surgery. It detects feature points for further parameter measurement. Conventional methods of landmark location include manually tracing, automatic recognition and man-machine interactive conversation, but all these kinds have some limitations. Manual tracing depends on orthodontists' experiences, which is time consuming, tedious and unrepeatable, subject to human mistakes as well [1] . On the other hand, automatic recognition is the most difficult task due to the complexity caused by skeleton overlapping and nonuniform illumination in X-ray cephalogram. Various autoanalysis approaches could be grouped into three categories. The first kind involves typical image processing techniques such as medianfiltering, histogram transform, edge tracking and region grouping etc. But these operations seldom lead to successful landmark localzation, because X-ray image is in low contrast, with gray-level interleaved by objects and background. The second one employs edge tracking and deformable template based on a priori knowledge, and matches landmarks to their exact locations [2, 3] . However, the drawbacks of this kind include: 1) Edge tracking result depends very much on the quality of X-ray, 2) Deformation methods usually require a parametric model and an initial landmark estimation for each region type [4] . Even the simplest deformable model, "Active Shape" or "Snakes", has difficulties in representing curves and classes and in finding a measure distance between the fitting curve and a feature curve. They are all at the expense of needing more specific prior knowledge about the shape and correct estimation for the next steps. The third approach uses the neural network and fuzzy inference. But neural network has to be trained to learn the connecting weights of a network and estimate the targets. Fuzzy rules could offer a flexible solution to feature location, but it also suffer from a great amount of training time and a large number of weights and fuzzy rules [5] .
As obsered from our work, we could learn the following facts: 1) A priori relationship knowledge is very useful in landmark location, which provides a basic reference template for easy verification. 2) In view of the different sizes of bonestructures and blended gray-value distributions, layered processing is superior to the sub-region way in terms of the convenience and block effects of local disposal. 3) Boundaries of homogenous regions could be captured by evolving smooth contour, and most obvious landmarks are usually located at these skeleton junctions, which will be a thick pixel-cliques after dilation. We may acquire the key points by binary operation on the EDM of the dilated skeleton, the morphological dilation is aiming to preserve integral boundaries.
In this paper, we propose a new multi-scale method for craniofacial landmark detection, which mainly contributes in the following aspects: 1) Significant method for layered structure formation. A knowledge-based template statistically derived from application cases is applied to determine the diffusion offsets in creating layered structures (i.e. large and tiny bone-structures. 2) New way for landmark decision based on EDM of dilated skeletons. Prominent landmarks of large structures could be exactly determined by a big-magnitude offset diffusion, and landmarks of tiny structures corresponding to a small offset obtain their approximate positions from the knowledge of point relationship to those distinguished ones. The actual locations will be available after dilations and erosions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. contributions are depicted in Section 2 and Section 3. Performance demonstrated in Section 4 shows that the new method is quite stable to extract feature points in a big scale, and significant for other landmarks detection as well, no matter the landmarks are of a big scale or in a tiny structure. Automatic detected landmarks provide a set of reference points for further template deformation.
II. KNOWLEDGE BASED DIFFUSION FOR LAYERED STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION
Anisotropy diffusion happens in homogenous areas and along edges, but stops when crossing object contour. It produces adaptively sharp boundaries of smooth regions. Adjusting parameters of a diffusion model, we could yield images in different scales for landmark detection.
Perona and Malik firstly suggested diffusion using partial differential equation(PDE) for image f [6] :
where (x,y) denotes a pixel position, t=0 corresponds to the initial state, ▽f represents a gradient image of f , and g(.) is a positive monotonous descending function satisfying the following conditions: it is large enough to cause diffusion at a position located in a smooth region, and approaches zero to preserve discontinuity when crossing edges. This diffusion model is computationally expensive because of its iteration. Fortunately B. Fischel et al. proposed a fast realization [7] , in which the serial PDE diffusion is replaced with parallel kernel operations performed in one single step, the kernel size is viewed as offsets relatively to discontinuities.
In [7] , an offset vector(OV) is estimated by:
where 1) o(x,y) indicates offset orientation normal to image border and usually takes a simple form of gradient as follows:
is offset direction, i.e. the sign for an OV, with d(x,y)=1 in the orientation direction and d(x,y)=-1 denoting the opposite case. It is expressed as:
Here w is a filtering window for integral, (x',y') is a pixel in w with a relative coordinate to the filter center (x,y), and Dis(x',y') is a relative distance as well. 3) m(x,y) refers to offset magnitude, and determines how far the displacement should be forward. m(x,y) is acquired by the following steps: · Generate initial OV with (5):
· Search a zero-crossing point (x',y') in the offset direction to produce offset magnitude with
The final OV field is formed by letting
With parallel diffusion, features of various scales are filtered non-locally at the offset positions using kernels of different sizes. The size is a crucial factor in diffusion. A large offset relates to a longer displacement vector. It will reduce the subtle local structure, especially to feature points UIA, UI, LI, LIA, U6 and L6 etc. as shown in Fig.1(a) , whereas it retains the global landmarks on the contours of big structures, such as N, Or, Ans, A, B, Pg, Gn, Me Go and Ar. On the other hand, a detailed region is associated with a small scale and a small magnitude. Thus various diffusion sizes could be used to adapt the structure scale. Since the craniofacial template is knowledge based, the suitable size for different structures are available by training. Fig. 2 are images accomplished by nonlocal filtering and edge maps. Fig. 2(a) is the original cephalogram, Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) shows the results with offset magnitudes 10 and 3. Because of the similarity of human brains, the training sizes are robust to most people. Hence by making use of diffusion results, we could evaluate the appropriate positions for feature points and derive them with a new idea described in the next section.
III. LANDMARK LOCATION BY EDMS OF DILATED SKELETONS
Isotropic pixels inside a region are filtered in PDE processing to produce an integral surface, whereas diffusion decreases rapidly around the edges. This behaviour finally generates segmentation-like result with a visually sharp outline and landmarks located at the junctions of area contour. If we perform dilations on their edge maps, each junction will become a pixel-clique and appear as a thick point in EDM, taking a big value greater than the dilation times. Hence a binary operation could clearly pick up the accurate positions for landmark candidates.
EDM is an elevation model calculating the straight distance between an inside-feature pixel and its nearest boundary, these distance are encoded by gray values and form an EDM image. Assume a set U representing a feature, and U ∂ is the boundary of U, an EDM is defined as follows:
denotes the smallest distance from the pixel u i to the feature boundary. Conceptually, the time cost for the construction of an EDM depends on the feature sizes, it may be relative expensive due to the width of an object. Most of the current EDM techniques, such as the ordered propagation through bucket sorting of the pixels are quite complicated and not in very high speed [8] .
In this paper, we use our fast and simple algorithm scanning the input image with no more than four passes to create EDM: 1) The first scanning computes the minimum distance from a pixel to its feature horizontal boundary. It goes from left to right and top to bottom. For each pixel in an EDM row, if it is a feature start-point, the corresponding map takes value 1. Within the same feature, each pixel after the first one maps its magnitude one greater than the former neighbor. When a feature endpoint is met, pixels from the end of the feature to its half-length are reset from 1 to length/2.
2) The second pass accomplishes calculation of the smallest distance in vertical direction. It is the same as the first one except proceeding from top to bottom and left to right.
The maps available after the above passes could indicate the 4-neighbor-rule distances of all the pixels within a feature, but it is just a closer approximation in a sense of the 8-neighbor-rule. For pixels diagonally adjacent to the boundaries, the distances will be one pixel biased actually. The next two propagating passes modifies this situation. 3) The third scanning advances from left to right and top to bottom, it assigns each pixel in a feature a gray value one greater than the minimum of any of its neighbors. i.e., if the 4-neighbor-rule distance maps is U F , the image after propagation is U G , N F is the neighbor field of pixel p in U F , p' is the pixel in U G located at the same position as p, the following equation will hold:
The left propagation performs a repeat step, working from bottom to top and right to left.
Since the ridge is constituted by the locally biggest values in EDM, it corresponds closely to the original skeleton, thus the dilation skeleton and the dilation junctions are of different widths. We could immediately gain a straightforward way to get unique landmark positions. Here a repeated dilation and binarization scheme is introduced for the purpose. The location procedures are follows:
Step 1. Set initial dilating times D t (0)=1;
Step 2. Repeat dilations as D t (i) denoted and perform binary operation with a threshold D t (i)-1, then count the pixelcliques and record it as Nc(i).
Step
3.if Nc(i)≥ Nc(i-1), D t (i+1) =Dt(i)+1, goto
Step 2; else stops. After dilations in Step2, edges containing obvious terminals and crossing points are obtained with their small intervals filled in. On the other hand, binarization could eliminates the smooth skeleton, and reserve the pixel-cliques which correspond to the key points around landmarks in that scale. The knowledgebased template is used to assure a truly mapping of cliques to landmarks, firstly referred to the large offset result and then to the tiny structure result. Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) show the edgemap dilation and landmark extraction based on EDM, acquiring landmark candidates in large structures and in tiny scale. Each clique provides a feature point candidate for template matching The cliques are finally peeled off as shown in Fig. 4 . The left side of Fig. 4(a) 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method was experimented with 30 cases of clinical surgeries to compare the detected landmark positions and those actual parameters measured by orthodontists. We evaluate the match performances with t-testing method, setting its confidence coverage to 0.95, i.e., α =0.05, and 100(1-α )%=0.95. Table I gives the behavioral meaning: 9 angle parameters are meaningless in statistics with probability intervals (P>0.05), this result illuminates that angle measurements in our method are accurate; among 5 distance parameters, only one parameter (B-B') testing has a value P<0.05, this also implies that most distance measurements are correct. The wrong position of B reflects intrinsic difficulty of labium location, because mandible is a linkage joint, its landmark positions are affected by many factors.
Owing to edge-preserving diffusion and multi-layer separation, feature points, which are usually missed in the conventional methods, could be perfectly extracted in this paper. Furthermore, since the dilation key points take obviously different EDM values to those of smooth skeleton pixels, their positions could be simply obtained by a binary operation. As we could observe from the discussions and experimental results, the proposed approach is feasible and superior to most classic methods. It is robust and efficient for easy and accurate landmark location. 
